Transport Canada Announces Changes to the
Canadian Aviation Regulations to Address
Flight Crew Fatigue
December 13, 2018

According to Transport Canada’s Regulatory Impact Analysis Statement, flight crew
member fatigue is a contributing factor in 15 to 20 per cent of aviation accidents. Since
2009, in an effort to address this contributing factor, other jurisdictions made alterations
to their regulations. Canada, however, did not. This changed on December 12, 2018
when the Minister of Transport introduced new rules applicable to certain Canadian air
operators. The new rules attempt to modernize the Canadian regulatory regime and
reduce the risk of flight crew fatigue by limiting flying time and time on duty prior to the
start of a flight. The amendments also deal with mandatory rest periods between flights
and the total allowable flight time over certain prescribed periods of employment.
The changes have been published and can be viewed in their entirety online. The
amended Canadian Aviation Regulations will impact 703 Air Taxi Operations, 704
Commuter Operations and 705 Airline Operations.

Summary of Changes
The amended Canadian Aviation Regulations include new definitions that are to be
considered and recorded by air operators such as whether a pilot or flight crew member
is "fit for duty", the total length of the "flight duty period" and the "rest period", the
calculation of the "reserve duty period", and the "window of circadian low". The new
regulations also require that an air operator shall provide a flight crew member with
suitable accommodation for rest periods when away from home base, and provides
definitions and types of rest facilities that will be considered acceptable to the regulator.
The new changes also indicate that a crew member is prohibited from working within 12
hours of drinking alcohol, which is a change from the previous 8 hour limit.
Although the changes are not without controversy, the new regulations do allow for
some flexibility to account for the uniqueness of Canadian operations such as extending
flight duty time as a result of unforeseen operational circumstances, and providing
exemptions to the regulations provided certain criteria are met including the air
operator’s development of a Fatigue Risk Management System (FRMS).

The changes to the Canadian Aviation Regulations are envisioned to be consistent with
the requirements set out in the United States, the European Union, as well as the
International Civil Aviation Organization’s Standards and Recommended Practices.
In its Cost-Benefit Statement, Transport Canada estimates that that the introduction of
these new rules "will result in a reduction in accidents, with benefits to passengers, flight
crew members, air operators, and the Government of Canada valued at approximately
$409.38 million over 20 years", not including the intangible "quality of life" improvement
for flight crew members. However, due to changes required to flight crew scheduling,
the industry cost will be $397.32 million over that same 20-year period.
705 Airline Operations have two years to comply with the new pilot fatigue requirements,
while other operators have four years to comply.
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